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Abstract— Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) offers many
benefits, including unsurpassed soft-tissue characterization and
the ability to combine detection and biopsy into a single
procedure. However, limited patient access in the narrow
scanner bore requires tedious iterative positioning or use of
robotic assistants that isolate the physician from the patient.
As an alternative, we present a teleoperation technology for
percutaneous procedures to meet the needs of interventional
radiologists and overcome challenges imposed by the MR
environment. The technology is demonstrated for a 1-DOF
needle insertion procedure. The technology uses rolling diaphragms, a clutch, and a cable-capstan drive to propel the
needle while relaying forces and motions to the operator. The
system demonstrates excellent position tracking (< 0.7◦ error
in the unloaded case) and reliably transmits changes in force.
During needle teleoperation, users were able to detect light
membrane punctures and differentiate spring stiffnesses nearly
as accurately as by hand manipulation.

I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation and Application
Use of diagnostic MRI in the USA quadrupled from 19962010 with 30.2M procedures in 2010 alone [1]. Increasingly,
physicians want to use MRI not only for diagnosis but also
for guided procedures [2]. This combination offers revolutionary capabilities but also presents challenges, including
limited patient access. Patients are repeatedly extracted from
the bore to let physicians iteratively position tools between
scans in an approach that does not take advantage of realtime imaging and is susceptible to anatomy shifts [2].
Robotic solutions can improve access and tool positioning
accuracy, but MR-compatibility requirements constrain their
design and limit transparency [3], preventing the physician
from feeling tool/tissue interaction forces. These devices isolate patients from physicians, forcing them to rely on visual
cues. The benefits of haptic feedback – including improved
accuracy, faster task times, and enhanced learning – have
been demonstrated for other teleoperated tasks. Physicians
want haptic feedback and find, after years of practice, that
they rely on feel as much as vision for some procedures [4],
such as membrane puncture or identification of dense tissue.
To address this need, we present a novel bilateral teleoperator that naturally extends physicians’ hands to enable
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remote tool positioning under MR, application of appropriate forces, and identification of tissue properties. The
teleoperator relies on a hydrostatic transmission [5] with
rolling diaphragms, which eliminate sliding seals, pumps,
and valves for a combination of high stiffness and low
friction, inertia and backlash [6]. Its haptic capabilities arise
from its high stiffness and transparency, or ability to reflect
forces and motions between the master (input) and slave
(remote output, where the tool is held). Unlike many existing
MR-compatible robotic teleoperators, it is completely passive
and backdrivable, which requires no virtual environment,
guarantees stability, and improves safety by keeping the
interventionalist in the loop.
A compelling first application is MR-guided transperineal
needle placement for prostate biopsy. One in six American
men will be diagnosed with prostate cancer during his lifespan [7], and prostate biopsy is a prerequisite for determining
optimal treatment [8]. Transperineal biopsy is a safe, sterile
path toward prostate targets that can immediately follow
tumor detection during a single outpatient procedure. Biopsy
needles are conventionally placed using template-based systems, needle holders, or freehand [8]. The patient is moved
into and out of the scanner to iteratively manipulate the
needle through ∼7 cm of tissue from between the patient’s
legs to a precise target in the prostate near the center of the
long, narrow MRI bore. These “point and shoot” methods
involve ample trial and error. The presented device is an
important part of a solution for simultaneous imaging and
needle insertion with haptic feedback.
B. Related prior work
MR-compatible surgical aids face major technical challenges due to the strong magnetic fields and gradients,
electromagnetic interference, and confined workspace in the
scanner [9]. These realities severely constrain the design
choices – precluding many conventional actuators and sensors – to ensure safety and maintain accuracy (e.g., to
minimize artifacts). Suitable devices have been developed
for percutaneous interventions, as reviewed in [10].
Several groups address the specific problems of MRguided prostate biopsy, and many are reviewed in [8]. As
noted, various non-robotic approaches exist but suffer from
time-consuming, iterative needle guide positioning [11] and
do not permit simultaneous imaging and needle insertion.
Some robotic approaches are designed to work with open
MR scanners [12] because they offer improved patient
accessibility, but these scanners do not provide high image

quality and often rely on registration to pre-operative images,
further reducing accuracy [8]. We are designing for closedbore scanners. Others are intended for a transgluteal [13] or
transrectal [11], [14], [15] approach; we prefer transperineal
for its safety, sterility, and relative ease in avoiding delicate
structures or pubic arch interference. It also enables access
to regions of the prostate that transrectal approaches cannot
reach [16]. Other designs are active, relying on pneumatic
[17]–[19], hydraulic, ultrasonic [12], [20], piezoelectric [21],
or dielectric elastomer [22] actuators for needle positioning
and/or insertion. An example of a passive robot specifically
designed for MR-guided transperineal prostate biopsy in
a closed scanner is the parallel-chain master/slave linkage
described in [4] and [23].
Here we focus on accurate motion transmission and haptic
sensitivity and adopt a rolling-diaphragm hydrostatic system
for its flexibility of design and application. Although demonstrated here for a linear 1-DOF task, the transmission is
easily converted to rotary motion or expanded to multi-DOF
motions. The transmission is adapted from human-interaction
robots [6], [24] with accurate, passive feedback of forces and
motions between master and slave [5]. The working fluid is
water, and all components of the transmission can be made
from non-magnetic materials.
II. F ORCE AND MOTION REQUIREMENTS
The device must provide sufficient needle displacement
(∼7 cm) and withstand the range of forces experienced during transperineal biopsy while maintaining sufficient position
and force tracking accuracy between input and output to
detect events of interest. The “gold standard” against which
to compare a teleoperated system is direct manipulation of
the needle with the fingers. However, any guide system or
apparatus will affect the forces experienced. Note also that
physicians often do not insert the entire needle in a single
stroke: they grasp the needle part way along its length, make
an initial insertion motion, and then re-grasp to complete the
insertion.
Clinical studies show that needle placement errors for percutaneous tasks may be due to imaging limitations (±5 mm),
human error, target movement due to tissue deformation
or gland motion/swelling (±6.5 mm), and needle deflection [25]. Other prostate biopsy devices that claim the ability
to puncture most clinically relevant tumors report errors of
∼2 − 3 mm with maximum errors of ∼3 − 6 mm [26].
In vivo measurements for manual 18 gauge (1.27mm)
needle insertion in human soft tissue have shown that maximum insertion force is ∼5 N for the prostate capsule [27] (a
perineal incision is made to ease needle access). Membrane
punctures with 18 gauge needles result in 0.2-1.5 N changes
in axial force [27]–[30]. However, human force perception
also limits what is felt. Several studies have indicated that
the just-noticeable-difference (JND) in force magnitude is
5-10% of the reference force [31]–[33]. Similarly, the JND
for changes in stiffness during interactions with soft environments is 8-12% of the reference for a 75% detection rate [34].
However, all of these JND studies involved passive sensing
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Fig. 1. (A:) Master and slave sides of the transmission use paired rolling
diaphragm actuators. One line is water-filled for stiffness; the other contains
pressurized air. The slave side uses a capstan/cable drive to propel the needle
on a linear track. (B:) Modified version uses knob for enhanced tactile
sensitivity and smaller capstan wheel. A roller bearing clutch allows 2+
input rotations (∼45◦ each) over full travel of needle.

tasks in highly controlled environments, and participants
were not wearing gloves; JND values are likely higher for
doctors performing transperineal biopsy. Our design specifications are thus as follows:
1) Force tracking errors of < 15% of the reference force
over 0-6 N.
2) Position tracking errors < 2 mm on average and <
5 mm at maximum over 0-10 cm.
3) Users can detect membrane puncture during needle
insertion into phantom tissue with 90% accuracy.
4) Users can detect relative changes in stiffness of 20%.
III. M ETHODS
A. Design
A hybrid air/water version of the rotary transmission
presented in [6], [24] was selected to reflect forces and
motions while minimizing use of metal tubing. In this
variant, a single water-filled line maintains stiffness and a
second, thinner and more flexible line with pressurized air
maintains a positive pressure under all conditions (Fig. 1).
Opposed rolling diaphragm actuators are located at each end
and connected via a timing belt to a rotary joint. When
properly degassed and tensioned, the system has tracking
errors of < 0.5o under light loads. Although the current
prototype has a few ferrous components (Fig. 2), it is simple
to substitute them with aluminum, brass, ceramics, and/or
polymers for tests under MR.

Fig. 2. A: The 1-DoF transmission system with associated sensors for characterizing force and position transparency. Optical encoders track input and
output rotation as well as linear displacement of the needle. Force sensors measure the input torque and force experienced at the needle tip. B: Input knob
for heightened tactile sensitivity.

At the needle side, we convert rotary to linear motion using
a capstan drive, as commonly used in haptic devices for its
combination of low friction, smoothness and high stiffness.
The initial version of the device, shown in Fig. 1A, has a
lever at the input and uses a single stroke to drive the needle.
The rolling diaphragms limit the actuators to 24 mm stroke,
or 135◦ of rotation at the rotary joints. The initial version
has a 65 mm capstan wheel, giving 51mm of needle travel
for 45◦ rotation.
After conducting user tests (see Sections IV-B and IVC) and obtaining user feedback, a second version of the
apparatus was created. It was motivated by the observation
that physicians often drive the biopsy needle with multiple
motions, regrasping between strokes. It has a textured circular knob ( 63.5 mm) at the input and a smaller sector pulley
( 44.5 mm) at the output, giving 45◦ per 35 mm of needle
travel. The textured knob, inspired by knurled tools used
for precise handwork, enhances tactile sensitivity. This, in
combination with a more favorable transmission ratio, makes
it easier to detect small changes in force.
The needle moves a total of 10 cm along a pair of rails
using low-friction linear bearings. To achieve sufficient linear
displacement from the rotational motion, a needle-roller
bearing clutch (McMaster #6392K42) connects the output
shaft to the sector pulley. This arrangement allows multiple
rotations of the input to drive the needle the full distance.
The effect is roughly analogous to the act of lifting up a
computer mouse to recenter it on a mouse pad. As noted
in previous work on haptics, users tolerate this “clutching”
behavior well in exchange for greater resolution [35]. The
incremental motion results in smaller piston displacements
and enables the system to utilize the optimal middle sections
of the rolling diaphragms. For needle retraction, the design
requires disengagement of the bearing clutch from the output
shaft. This is currently achieved with a set screw. The design
can be modified to include a second clutch that enables a user
to smoothly toggle between insertion and retraction.

B. Transparency Performance
For system characterization of the second version of
the system, we mounted a force/torque sensor (ATI Nano,
∼3.1 mN resolution) between the input shaft and textured
knob to measure input forces. We attached a second load
cell (Honeywell FSG015WNPB, ∼9.8 mN resolution) to a
vertical plate, against which the needle is driven in order
to record axial needle forces. Rotary optical encoders (5000
CPR with quadrature) tracked rotations at input and output
shafts and a linear encoder (1000 counts/inch) tracked linear
carriage motion. Figure 2 shows the experimental setup.
Data were recorded with a custom C++ program and an
Arduino Due, filtered using a third order zero-phase filter,
and analyzed in MatLab. We manipulated the system under
no-load conditions and with the needle guide pressed against
a variety of springs.
C. User Tests
We conducted tests using the first version of the system
(Fig. 1A) to measure users’ ability to detect membrane
puncture events and to distinguish between different stiffness
levels using the teleoperator versus manipulating the needle
directly. During teleoperation, subjects were instructed to

Fig. 3. Reconfigurable membrane and tissue phantom (A) photo and (B)
assembly diagram as shown in [23].

IV. RESULTS
A. Transparency Performance
No-load position tracking errors with the second version
of the apparatus (Fig. 1B) averaged 0.30mm with a 0.55mm
maximum over 8cm. This is well below the design specification. The angles of the master and slave are denoted by
θm and θs , respectively. The corresponding needle motion
(i.e., needle translation divided by sector pulley radius) is
labeled Xn /R. To account for the “clutching” motion, the
rotation is divided into three regions (see Fig. 4). Region
A is defined as the initial forward stroke of the master in
which the master drives the slave and needle. Region B is
defined as the reverse stroke of the master, during which the
slave and needle remain stationary. Region C is the second
forward stroke of the master. The reverse angle of the master
in Region B is labeled θc and represents the offset angle
between the input and output. This offset angle is added to
the difference between the Master-Needle and Master-Slave
pairs when calculating the displacement error in Region C.
Figure 5 shows position and force tracking results when
the needle is pressed against soft (1.19 N/mm) or stiff (4.94
N/mm) springs. The position error averaged 0.44 mm for the
soft spring and 0.68 mm for the stiff spring. The magnitude
of the force difference averaged 0.86 N for the soft spring
and 0.66 N for the stiff spring over the 0-6 N range. This
is below the 15% force transmission design specification for
both cases (14% and 11% for the two cases). Note that these
force differences include the force required at the input to
move the apparatus in air, which can be on the order of 1N,
(per Fig. 4) for moderate motions.
B. Membrane Puncture Detection
User tests did not reveal any issues with mapping rotary
input to linear needle motion. Membrane punctures had
an average of 77% success (standard deviation was 9%,
range = 63-88%). Puncture forces were realistically sized
on the lighter end of membranes one would encounter
in transperineal prostate biopsy, ranging from 0.31-0.66 N
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grasp a lightweight handle with two fingers and advised to
move slowly and steadily. Puncture tests were conducted
in agar phantom blocks separated by ∼0.2 mm silicone
membranes (Dragon Skin FX-Pro, Smooth On Inc, Easton,
PA) with embedded tissue (34155, Kimwipes, KimberlyClark, Irving, TX) at random depths in the agar (Fig. 3) [4].
Subjects were instructed to stop needle insertion when they
encountered a membrane; success occurred if they stopped
within 5mm. Seven subjects (3 women, 4 men, ages 2530) were tested. Stiffness tests required subjects to rank the
relative stiffness of 5 springs (k = 0.33, 0.57, 0.82, 1.54,
and 2.86 N/mm) mounted to a hard surface. Subjects were
permitted to feel springs multiple times until sure of the
springs’ stiffness order. The 5 springs were first presented
to subjects in randomized order and then again on subjects’
demand. 8 subjects (5 women, 3 men, ages 25-30) were
tested.
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Fig. 4. (1): No-load position tracking. θm is input rotation; θs is output
rotation. Region A is the first forward stroke; region B is a reverse stroke,
and region C is the second stroke. Full range of actuator not demonstrated
here. (2): Errors in region C are accumulated from the first and second
strokes. The largest error, θm − Xn /R from input to needle travel, remains
< 0.7◦ . (3): Input force is nonzero due to system inertia, hysteresis, and
friction, and increases with input displacement.

(average = 0.48N, standard deviation 0.10). All users had
100% accuracy with the handheld needle.
C. Spring Stiffness Ranking
No subject test took longer than 10 minutes, including
instructions; most took < 5 minutes. Each subject presented
their spring stiffness ranking; these results were used to
determine how often each pair of springs were confused.
Users had 100% accuracy in distinguishing all pairs of spring
combinations except two: 88% accuracy in distinguishing
2.86 N/mm and 1.54 N/mm (46% relative stiffness difference), and 63% accuracy for 0.82 N/mm and 0.57 N/mm
(31% relative stiffness difference).
V. DISCUSSION
As anticipated, the hydrostatic transmission results in
a system that reproduces input motions at the master to
corresponding motions at the slave. In comparison to other
approaches (e.g. linkages or cables) it is relatively stiff,
provided that air is carefully removed from the water transmission line. A more thorough approach for degassing the
line is a topic of ongoing work. It is noted that these
fluid lines were relatively short (30 cm); slightly diminished
performance is expected with increased distance between
master and slave sides. Fluidic losses are expected to remain
minimal for the given pipe diameters ( 14 inch water and 18
inch air) and relatively small flow rates.
An ideal transmission would also be mass-less and devoid
of hysteretic or frictional forces. However, the apparatus used
for these tests has some inertia and some losses, primarily
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Fig. 5. Comparison of system transparency when interacting with soft (A) and stiff (B) springs. Upper row: Changes in force are tracked; magnitudes
are expressed with a small lag and higher relative accuracy in the stiff case. Middle row: Displacement errors are approximately equal in the soft and
stiff cases. Bottom row: Stiffness as experienced by the input (master) and output (needle). For the soft spring, input stiffness matches endpoint stiffness
(1.19 N/mm); for the stiff spring (4.94 N/mm), elasticity in the apparatus contributes noticeably to the apparent stiffness at the master.

in the diaphragms themselves as they roll. Viscous damping
(Poiseuille flow) losses are minor for the given tubing diameter and velocity. In addition to air bubbles, compliance also
results from the plastic structural components used to support
the needle and its linear carriage. As a result of these effects,
forces of approximately 1.3 N are required to move the
apparatus back and forth, even in the absence of any needle
forces. However, as can be seen in Fig. 5, these forces are
relatively independent of needle force and needle velocity.
Therefore, when the needle encounters a change in stiffness,
the difference in needle force is tracked proportionally at the
input, particularly if the velocity remains relatively constant.
Operating the device in the intermediate stroke range of
the rolling diaphragms also improves the force transparency
because hysteretic losses and a elastic restoring force associated with the diaphragms are most apparent near the ends of
travel. This finding motivated the clutching mechanism used
for the second version of the device.
Although users were unable to detect membrane punctures
with 90% accuracy, we believe that their performance (77%
accuracy) was excellent given a few key points. Although
our membranes had realistic puncture forces (0.3-0.66 N),
they were on the lighter side of in-vivo values (0.2-1.5 N).
Furthermore, user tests were conducted using the first version
of the device, which did not have the knurled input handle for
tactile sensibility or a clutching mechanism, and thus allowed
users to operate near the ends of the rolling diaphragm.
Similar factors may have affected the results of the user
test for distinguishing spring stiffnesses:
users only had

trouble with 2 of 10 spring pairs ( 52 = 10 pairs), both of
which were difficult to distinguish by hand. Furthermore, all

subjects were non-experts; it is possible that interventional
radiologists will be more skilled at these tasks.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Results with the 1-DoF hydrostatic teleoperation prototype are encouraging: it can transmit forces and motions
repeatably and transparently. Force accuracy and stiffness
discrimination are sufficient for clinical relevance. Performance is better at low speeds due to inertial loads. The
simplicity and guaranteed safety of this system will facilitate
its use. The presented work is a step toward reductions
in time and cost for MR-guided interventions by enabling
simultaneous imaging and tool manipulation. It will expand
what interventions are feasible and the level of accuracy to
which they may be performed.
Immediate improvements are to modify the apparatus to
reduce inertia and hysteretic losses, and to increase the stiffness of the apparatus. The next step is to build a multi-DoF
version suitable for needle manipulation, and to implement
device registration to MR images.
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